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FARM SUCCESSION PLANNING POINTERS 

 

   Al Vyhnalek, former extension educator in Platte County, is now a farm succession extension 

educator with statewide responsibilities.  His mission is to enhance farm succession planning and 

education to Nebraska’s farms and ranches. A Saline County native from Dorchester, Vyhnalek 

uses stories to educate us about the importance of farm succession planning including the meeting 

last week to a group of 55 landowners in Wilber. Here are some notes about communications, 

family relationships and having a plan for the land asset. 

   With the generational shift going on today, there are many choices.  Do I sell the land?  Does 

the land stay in the family name? Do we rent it and if so “The Who” is very important.  Do we 

hire a land manager?  The parties involved certainly need to talk and agree on that future. 

Communication is crucial.  

   One widower told me at the workshop “when her husband suddenly passed away, it’s been very 

hard.” Why? It’s that Czech (or German) pride factor passed down from his father that these kind 

of matters are never talked about, so he never talked to his wife about farm succession plans and 

right now she’s the manager picking up the pieces.  She was doing the right thing attending the 

meeting.   

   Al talked about a child in school who said she was forbidden to talk to her first cousin.  Her dad 

and uncle did not talk to each other anymore.   When her Grandpa passed away, it was a surprise 

the two sons would be directed to draw out of a hat which one of two quarter-sections of land they 

inherited. They were not equal value thus a disagreement happened.  The father did not 

communicate “Be thankful for what you do get.” Another way could have been a family business 

meeting to work out how to make it more equal, while the father was still alive.  This didn’t 

happen, thus the split family situation. 

   One farmer in eastern Nebraska had three sons; one successfully employed out-of-state and two 

possibly interested in farming and coming back to the farm.  The father was going to do a farm 

business meeting with the two but wasn’t going to bother the other.  Wrong answer! All direct 

family sons and/or daughters need to be involved.  Someone can set up Skype for the out- of-state 

sibling.   

   Another example was a farmer passed away with a direct son holding down the fort and family 

farm business.  The brothers and sisters learned he was only paying $65.00 per acre cash rent.  

The son, on a 10 point scale, might rank himself as a “10” holding the family farm business 

together.  The brother and sisters might rank him a “3” because they were taken to the cleaners 

with a sweetheart cash rent deal.  Or was it?  Who was paying the property taxes?  Who paid for 

the terracing of the land?  Who paid for updating the irrigation equipment? Who re-roofed the 

farm house? Who rocked the driveway? Who took mom and dad to all the doctor appointments 

and other appointments?  Lack of communication can really cause hard feelings between brothers 

and sisters.   

 

 

 



 

   Farm businesses, in particular, are challenging because retirement dollars are invested in the 

land and machinery needed in the business. The succession plan has to help fund retirement, pass 

enough assets to the next generation farmer to make them viable and share some assets with other 

family members. Challenges in this area include; waiting too long to start planning, dividing the 

business fairly among heirs, planning on your own rather than with professionals.   

With the current economy, it often causes older operators to think about succession plans plus it 

makes transition even more challenging.   It’s never too late to get your team together (attorney, 

accountant, financial advisor and family or non-family succession players).   Consider taking 

advantage of the farmer rural response hotline or 1-800-464-0258.  Make a local appointment and 

at the least you get one hour of free advice from an experienced Ag Attorney.   

   Never do a family business meeting at a holiday or Christmas.  Al suggested not even using the 

same dinner table.  Destination locations can sometimes be fun for the family or a hotel near a 

nice restaurant.  Communication is the key which also includes listening carefully.  Use 80% of 

your time visioning the future.  Allow input from all.  Know there is different expectations based 

on personality, age and participation.  Even if one son is a “hot head” he needs to be there!  

Ultimately use the “Golden Rule”.   Ye who has the gold makes the rule.   
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